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Jenna Fletcher 

SC 3353 Section 002 

Advertising Assignment 

Product Category 

Sports Product 

Product Name & Description 

myOsmosis – A pillow that helps you learn overnight through the process of osmosis.  

Strategic Message Planner 

1. Ad Goal  

 To convince the target audience that myOsmosis is the quickest and simplest way 

to memorize large amounts of information, especially football statistics.  

2. Product Key Features 

a. It is a special pillow that could be categorized under electronics. You sleep 

on and it and your head absorbs information you want to memorize into 

your brain through osmosis while you sleep, even through pillowcases. It 

was invented with the hopes of increasing the competitive advantage of 

athletes and sports enthusiasts alike; myOsmosis was primarily designed 

to help them memorize football rosters for fantasy football or football 

plays for their own team. To use, you simply plug myOsmosis into your 

computer before you go to bed and save all the information you need to 

memorize that night to your myOsmosis pillow. You then unplug it and 

you’re ready for bed. The myOsmosis is a standard sized pillow made of 

breathable cotton fabric, which is interwoven with patented nano-electric 
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messaging technology that is undetectable to the touch. The myOsmosis 

works with the naturally occurring electrical signals transmitted by your 

brain as its power source. The myOsmosis costs $500 and comes in a 

sleek, black box containing the necessary accessories. It is made by 

Orange Inc., a cutting-edge technology company that is known for its 

constantly innovative products and services and for pioneering new 

technology. Orange Inc. provides 24/7 customer support, should any 

complications or malfunctions arise. The myOsmosis is endorsed by Dez 

Bryant as an ideal method for memorizing plays and optimizing his 

success on and off the field. The myOsmosis will be sold at Dicks 

Sporting Goods, Sports Authority, Academy Sports and Outdoors, Target, 

Best Buy, Wal-Mart, Brookstone and Bed Bath and Beyond. 

3. Audience 

a. Demographics 

i. Although it was initially designed to cater to the sports enthusiast 

or player, it could be used in many different ways across many 

demographic populations.  

1. Age - Doctor approved for appropriate and safe use for 

users age 12 and up.  

2. Gender – All genders would be ideal users of the 

myOsmosis. 
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3. Income – The myOsmosis is priced at $500 and therefore 

the average income of the target audience is $60,000 and 

higher.  

4. Race – All ethnicities would be ideal users of the 

myOsmosis. 

5. Location – The myOsmosis is a product that can be used 

worldwide in any culture.  

b. Psychographics 

i. Although it was initially designed to cater to the sports enthusiast 

or player, it could be used in many different ways across many 

psychographic populations as well.  

1. Personality – The advertising efforts will be focused on the 

Orange clientele that is already technologically inclined to 

embrace new products. This audience is the innovators, 

early adopters and even a percentage of the early majority.  

2. Interests/attitudes/lifestyle – The target audience is active, 

busy and involved with limited time. They heavily utilize 

social media and technology in general. Their lifestyle is 

fast paced and requires constant information consumption.  

3. Values – The audience values knowledge, time 

management, effectively utilizing the cost-benefit ratio of 

every action and having the newest and best products on 

the market.  
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4. Product Benefits 

a. The myOsmosis appeals to the consumer’s need for control, 

companionship and confidence. This pillow provides a deep, restful sleep 

while simplifying the task of learning large amounts of information at the 

same time. It is easy to use, with no additional effort on their part other 

than saving information to the pillow at night, which also saves time. 

Using the myOsmosis can facilitate the consumers’ need for 

companionship by increasing their acceptance and belonging due to their 

increased knowledge in a complex informational environment; having 

improved extensive sports knowledge is respected and envied by many in 

our culture. The myOsmosis allows everyone to be able to memorize 

information easily and completely, thereby increasing their skills, 

dependability and performance, as they will not need to focus on 

remembering information. Football players will be able to memorize plays 

and the plays of their competition more efficiently than ever. Fantasy 

football players will be able to memorize the rosters and stats of every 

team and get a competitive edge over all their friends.  Prolonged use of 

the myOsmosis has shown to lead to personal advancement in their 

professional athletic career or fantasy football bracket when used properly.  

5. Direct Competitors & Brands 

a. There are no direct competitors of the myOsmosis because it is a new 

technology that other companies have yet to successfully understand and 

utilize.  
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6. Indirect Competitors & Brands 

 Indirect competitors include memory aids in the form of vitamins, memory 

improvement programs and exercises, and brands that will eventually provide 

cheaper knock-off versions. The brand images of competitors are more focused on 

simplicity and people-driven product design rather than creativity like us.  

7. Current Brand Image  

Orange is a brand that is extremely high in brand loyalty and customer 

satisfaction. The company is known for its high quality products at a generally 

market-conscience price. Orange is a trend-setting company that has been a 

constant innovator in the technology and electronic fields. 

8. Desired Brand Image  

To satisfy customer needs while reaching beyond their established niche markets. 

Orange also desires to become a comprehensive destination for any technological 

needs; they also seek to become the primary source for early adopters of 

technology advances. 

a. Related challenges- This product is new and unlike any other they have 

produced and is therefore outside the normal purchasing behavior of their 

established consumer audience. Capturing the attention and marketing to a 

new audience with the same, expected success they have had in the past. 

9. Strategic Message 

a. Target audience, you should buy this because… It will transform the 

competitive culture of the sports world and take your memory to a new 

level. 
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10. Supporting benefits  

a.  Easily memorize large amounts of information overnight, avoiding time 

and effort required with traditional memorization.  

b. Does not require a significant change of the consumer’s daily routine 

c. Long-term use improves athletes sports performance, skills and 

advancement. 

d. Ultimately improves and increases their reputation resulting in increased 

praise and respect in their peers opinion. 


